
“The Ransom of Red Chief ” by O Henry 
Setting:                 Most action takes place in the mountain area surrounding the flat town of Summit, Alabama 
 
Atmosphere (Mood):  light-hearted, comical  

Point of View:  First person – narrator is one of the kidnappers, Sam  

Protagonist:  Sam and Bill – though they are kidnappers, the reader identifies and sympathizes with  
  them.  Or Johnny Dorset (Red Chief) – he also is the main focus of the reader’s attention. 
 
Antagonist: If Sam and Bill are seen as the protagonist, then the force against them is Johnny. 
  If Johnny is seen as the protagonist, then the forces against him are Bill and Sam (as they  
  just want to send “the terror” home – a goal that is at odds with Johnny.) 
 
Conflict: Person vs. Person:  Regardless on how the reader views the protagonist/antagonist scenario, the 

conflict remains between Bill and Sam vs. Johnny (Red Chief) 
 
Theme (central message of the author): Beware of the imposter.  (Many of O Henry’s stories deal with 
the “imposter” theme and this story is no different.  Johnny is an imposter because in no way does he depict 
the behavior expected of a kidnapped little boy.  Bill and Sam are also imposters as they are nowhere near 
seen as being clever, tough, and heartless kidnappers.) 
          B. 
Plot Line:       
          II.          III. 
     
   I.       A.           C. 
 
 
I.  Exposition (Introductory elements such 
as the characters and setting)    B.  Climax (Usually occurs near the very end of a 

short story—it is the moment of most heightened 
interest or suspense.)   

    
 
 
 
 
 

III. Action (Usually only 1 or 2 incidents/actions that 
follow after the climactic scene) 

A. Complicating Incident (This sets in motion 
everything else in the story.  If it wasn’t for this, 
nothing else of interest would happen in the story.)                                                                                                                                                                                         
                  

 C.  Resolution/Denouement (The very last part              
         of the short story—how it wraps up.)  

        
 
 
II.  Rising Action (Most of the action occurs in the rising action section—lots of details.) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Setting of Summit, Alabama is 
introduced 

• Bill and Sam introduced as small 
town embezzlers and would-be 
kidnappers 

Bill and Sam must decide on whether or not to 
accept the terms of Mr. Dorset’s demands for the 
return of his son, Johnny. 

• Bill and Sam return “Red Chief” and pay 
Mr. Dorset $250 to take him off their hands 

Bill and Sam decide on a plot to kidnap a local 
child and hold the child for a ransom of $2000. 

• Both men eagerly high-tail it out of town  
 

• Johnny shows his feistiness right from the start when they first see him throwing rocks at a kitten 
• “Red Chief” becomes Johnny’s identity while kidnapped and he puts his kidnappers (mostly Bill) through 

endless games of torment where his kidnapper becomes Red Chief’s victim. 
• Red Chief, when he isn’t tormenting his captors, is driving them crazy with non-stop talking & questions. 
• Bill believes he has finally rid himself of Red Chief only to discover that Johnny had come back to camp. 
• Bill is a broken man – he has been totally emasculated and humiliated by a child. 
• Sam finally agrees with Bill to abandon their kidnapping plan. 


